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belittles Billow, the reader is the more easily consoled because
the author, as ever, performs his task cleverly.
Here a word may be interpolated.  "Prince Billow had too
ready an appreciation of literary gifts not to have suffered
under the lash of this eminent: publicist.   He also knew that
Ludwig* s shafts not; infrequently hit: the mark, and he was
silent when people tried to allege that limil Ludwig was not
an authoritative historical writer. That1 he has never professed
to be.  But the writer who thinks that truth, is to be found
only in archives is making a great mistake.  Documents can
He as human tongues can, and they speak a dead language
unless they are interpreted with sympathy by those who use
them.   In the portrayal of spiritual qualities Ludwig is a
master, and he has also the help of a picturesque and fluent
style which, however, may often lack the artistically more
effective element of simplicity-   Now Billow presents many
problems to the student of character which ate difficult of
solution, and it is just these that we have tried to solve. But
it would be absurd to refuse the pen the right that has been
granted at all times to the brush and chisel.   Why may not
the writer draw, paint and carve as the painter and the
sculptor do ?  Let the grubber among documents not con-
demn a Lcnbach for painting Bismarck's portrait before
ploughing through the archives of the Frankfurter Bundestag
and the German Reichstag, or venturing on a painting of
Moltkc before at least reading through the records of the
German General Staff, if not the French* Lenbach and Laszlo
cannot be reproached for venturing to paint Louis XVIII
without reading the pastoral letters 01 Bishop Pccci of
Perugia and the encyclicals of the Pope. , . . No, no*   A
gifted writer searching the soul and the motives of actions
has as much right to existence as the student of archives.
And while I pay my respects to the brain which divines the
depths, I take off my hat also to the sedulous industry of those
who rub the dust from buried records and unearth secrets
which appeared lost for ever.

